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SELECTIVE VIDEO ENCRYPTION USING CHAOTIC SYSTEM IN THE SHVC EXTENSION
W. Hamidouche, M. Farajallah, M. Raulet, O. Déforges and S. El Assad
IETR Lab CNRS 6164, France
ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate a selective video encryption in
the scalable HEVC extension (SHVC). The SHVC extension
encodes the video in several layers corresponding to different
spatial and quality representations of the video. We propose
a selective encryption solution using a chaotic-based encryption system. The proposed solution encrypts a set of sensitive
parameters with a minimum complexity overhead, at constant
bitrate and SHVC format compliant.
Experimental results compare the performance of three encryption schemes: encrypt only the lowest layer, all layers,
and only the highest layer. The first two schemes achieve a
high security level with a drastic degradation in the decoded
video, while the last scheme enables a perceptual video encryption by decreasing the quality of the highest layer below
the quality of the clear layers.
Index Terms— Selective video encryption, SHVC.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the most transferred content over Internet is multimedia data including still image and video. The new video
coding standard High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1]
allows up to 50% gain in terms of subjective video quality
with respect to the H.264/AVC high profile [2]. Moreover,
the scalable extension of the HEVC standard (SHVC) defines tools to enable spatial and quality (SNR) scalability [3].
In the up-coming years, HEVC standard and its scalable extension are expected to be progressively adopted in industry
with the perspective to replace the predecessor video compression standard. On the other hand, security and confidentiality of multimedia contents become a challenging research
topic, which was widely investigated in the last decade [4, 5].
The most straightforward method to secure video content is to
encrypt the whole bitstream using standard encryption algorithms such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) . This
method called Naive Encryption Algorithm (NEA) treats the
video bitstream as text data without considering the structure
of the compressed video [5]. However, NEA suffers from
several drawbacks. First, the encryption/decryption process
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becomes time and energy consuming for large scale-data especially video at high resolution (4K and 8K) and high bitrate.
Therefore, NEA is not suitable for real time video transmission applications, which have rigid restrictions on delay and
energy on mobile devices. Second, NEA prevents untrusted
middle-box in the network to perform post-processing operations on the encrypted video bitstream such as transcoding
and watermarking. Selective video encryption has emerged as
an effective alternative to NEA [6, 7]. Selective video encryption considers the coding structure of the compressed video
and encrypts only the most sensitive information in the video
bitstream. Authors in [6] studied the impact in terms of both
video quality and bitrate of all encryptable parameters in the
HEVC bitstream. The encryption of a set of parameters including Transform Coefficients (TCs), TC sign, Motion Vector (MV) difference, MV difference sign and delta Quantization Parameter (dQP), enables a high degradation in the video
quality with a minimum increase in bitrate. Shahid et al. [7]
proposed a selective encryption solution for the HEVC video
with a constant bitrate. The proposed solution encrypts TCs,
TC sign, MVs difference and MV sign. The encryption is
performed at the level of the Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) bin-string (ie. after the binarization
process of the CABAC). The binarization of the TCs is performed in the HEVC draft 6 with a combination of Truncated
Rice code with an adaptive context p (TRp) and kth -order
Exp-Golomb (EGk) code with k = 0 (EG0). Authors in [7]
proposed an algorithm to encrypt the suffix of only residuals
that do not impact the adaptive parameter p after encryption,
which fulfills constant bitrate and format compliant encryption requirements. In [7] AES algorithm is used as block cipher to encrypt the HEVC bitstream. Thus, the encryption
introduces a delay at both encoder and decoder to prepare the
plain-text of 128 bits. This delay is not convenient with the architecture of real time encoding/decoding which have a rigid
restrictions on delay and memory [8]. In this paper we investigate a real time selective encryption of the SHVC video.
We propose an encryption solution that fulfills the three following requirements: 1) Format compliant encryption: the
encrypted bitstream remains compliant with the conforming
SHVC syntax. 2) Constant bitrate: the encryption algorithm
does not affect the SHVC compression ratio. 3) Secured and
fast encryption: achieve a high security level with a minimum
additional delay and complexity. The proposed encryption
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solution uses a chaotic encryption system [9, 10]. Chaoticbased encryption systems are more flexible and modular, and
thus more suitable for large scale-data encryption [11]. We
also propose a fast algorithm to determine the encryptible bins
after the binarization of the TCs in TRp and EG-k (k = p + 1)
codes while satisfying constant bitrate and format compliant
requirements. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides the principles of the SHVC extension with
details on the arithmetic encoder and the used chaotic generator. The proposed selective SHVC encryption schemes are
described in section 3. The performance of the proposed encryption schemes is assessed and discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1. SHVC video extension
The SHVC extension is defined to provide spatial and fidelity scalability with a simple and efficient coding architecture [12]. All technologies defined in the HEVC standard
are used in SHVC including accurate Intra/Inter predictions
and highly adaptive entropy coding [1]. Moreover, HEVC
standard uses the concept of dQP to adapt the QP value at
the coding unit level for visual quality optimization and rate
control. SHVC extension adopts an inter-layer prediction to
take advantage of spatial correlation and improve the ratedistortion performance compared to independently encoding
of the layers. The SHVC encoder consists of L HEVC encoders, one encoder to encode each layer with L the number
of layers: one Base Layer (BL) and L − 1 Enhancement
Layers (EL). In the case of spatial scalability, the BL HEVC
encoder encodes a down-sampled version of the original
video and feeds the first EL encoder with the decoded picture
and its MVs. The EL encoder encodes a higher resolution
video with using the decoded picture from lower layer as an
additional reference picture. The inter-layer reference picture
is up-sampled and its MVs up-scaled to match with the resolution of the EL layer being decoded. Figure 1 shows an
example of the SHVC encoder encoding two layers in spatial
scalability configuration.
2.2. CABAC binarization in SHVC
The CABAC engine defined in HEVC remains unchanged at
each SHVC layer (see Figure 1). The CABAC engine consists of three main functions: binarization, context modeling
and arithmetic coding [13]. First, the binarization step corresponds syntax elements to binary symbols (bin). Second, the
context modeling updates the probabilities of bins, and finally
the arithmetic coding compresses the bins into bits according to the estimated probabilities. Five binarization methods
are used in HEVC namely Unary (U), Truncated Unary (TU),
Fixed Length (FL), TRp and EGk codes. The U code represents an unsigned integer Y with a bin string of length Y + 1
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the SHVC encoder with two layers
composed of Y 1-bins followed by one 0-bin. The TU code is
defined with the largest possible value of the syntax element
cM ax (0 ≤ Y ≤ cM ax). When the syntax element value
Y < cM ax, the TU is equivalent to U code, otherwise Y
is represented by a bin string of cM ax 1-bins. The FL code
represents a syntax element Y with its binary representation
of length dlog2 (cM ax + 1)e. The TRp code is a concatenation of a quotient q = bY /2p c and a remainder r = Y − q2p .
The quotient q is first represented by TU code as a prefix concatenated with a suffix r represented by the FL code of length
p. The EGk code is also a concatenation of prefix and suffix. The prefix part of the EGk code is the U representation
Y
of l(Y ) = blog2 ( 2k
+ 1)c. The suffix part is the FL code of
k
l(Y )
Y + 2 (1 − 2
) with cM ax = k + l(Y ).
The arithmetic coder can be performed either by an estimated
probability of a syntax element (context coded) or by considering equal probabilities of 0.5 (bypass coded).
2.3. Low complexity chaotic generator
In chaotic systems, periodicity of the generated sequence trajectory is a dangerous weakness that must be avoided. We
use the chaotic generator of a discrete chaotic sequence implemented based on El Assad et al. patent [10]. It consists
in two chaotic maps: Skew Tent Map (STM) expressed by
Equation 1 [14], and Discrete Piece-wise Linear Chaotic Map
(PWLCM) expressed in Equation 2 [15]. These two maps are
connected in parallel and the generated value is the xor or addition between the output of these maps depending on either
their values are equal or different, respectively. Each generator is perturbed using a linear feedback shift register. This
ensures a very large periodicity for all generated sequences.
P1 and P2 are the control parameters and are ranging from 1
to 2N −1 and 2N −1 −1, respectively. N = 32 bits is the finite
precision. It should be noted that the considered chaotic generator has passed all the tests including those of the national
institute of standards and technology [16].
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value of TC (bi 6= 0) is composed of the base level noted
baseLevel ∈ {1, 2, 3} plus the remaining part noted Rem
(bi = baseLevel + Rem). The base level value is first signaled in the bitstream with a specific syntax elements and only
remaining part Rem different from 0 is binarized in TRp and
EGk codes. Algorithm 3.1 provides the positions of the encryptable bins in the TRp suffix.
Algorithm 3.1 Encryptable bins in the TRp suffix of TCs
if (baseLevel == 1) then
The whole suffix is encryptable.
else if (p == 1) then
if (baseLevel == 2 AND (Rem == 4 OR Rem == 5)) then
No encryption.
else
The whole suffix is encryptable.
end if
else if (p == 2) then
if (Rem ≤ 7 OR Rem ≥ 12) then
The whole suffix is encryptable.
else if (baseLevel == 2 AND (Rem == 10 OR Rem == 11))
then
No encryption.
else
The first bin of the suffix is encryptable.
end if
else if (p == 3) then
if (Rem ≤ 15 OR Rem ≥ 24) then
The whole suffix is encryptable.
else if (Rem ≤ 19) then
The first two bins of the suffix are encryptable.
else if (baseLevel == 2 AND (Rem == 22 OR Rem == 23))
then
No encryption.
else
The first bin of the suffix is encryptable.
end if
else if (p == 4) then
if (Rem ≤ 31 OR Rem ≥ 48) then
The whole suffix is encryptable.
else if (Rem ≤ 39) then
The first three bins of the suffix are encryptable.
else if (Rem ≤ 43) then
The first two bins of the suffix are encryptable.
else if (baseLevel == 2 AND (Rem == 46
OR Rem == 47)) then
No encryption.
else
The first bin of the suffix is encryptable.
end if
end if

3. SHVC SELECTIVE ENCRYPTION SCHEMES
In this section we propose a selective solution to encrypt the
SHVC bitstream. This solution encrypts the SHVC bitstream
in three different configurations (called here schemes). The
first scheme (SE-SHVC-BL) encrypts only the bitstream of
the BL. This scheme will also affects the quality of the ELs
since the decoded BL picture and its MVs are used as reference for inter-layer prediction at the EL encoders. The second scheme encrypts the bitstream of all SHVC layers (SESHVC-All). Therefore, these two schemes will achieve a
high secure encryption since in addition to the encryption
of the BL, all ELs are implicitly or explicitly encrypted in
schemes SE-SHVC-BL and SE-SHVC-All, respectively. The
third scheme encrypts only the highest EL (SE-SHVC-EL).
Thus, the low quality of the video remains clear and only endusers holding the secret key can visual a high quality of the
video. The encryption solution is similar for all SHVC layers
and is described in the next sections.
3.1. Encryption space
The proposed encryption solution is SHVC format compliant
and does not affect the compression ratio of the SHVC encoder. Therefore, only syntax elements binarized in FL code
and then bypass coded can be safely encrypted. The absolute
value of MV differences minus 2 is binarization in EG1 code
and then bypass coded. Thus, the suffix part of MV differences is encrypted without impacting the compression ratio.
The signs of MV difference and TCs are also encrypted since
they are binarized in FL code with cM ax = 1 and bypassed.
The absolute value of the dQP is context coded so its encryption will affect its probability and the compression ratio. We
propose to encrypt only the dQP sign which is bypassed in the
SHVC CABAC. Concerning the TCs, they are bypassed and
binarized with a combination of TRp with p ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}
and EGk codes (k = p + 1). The suffix of the EGk code
can be safely encrypted, while the encryption of the TRp suffix is not format compliant since the encryption can affect the
p parameter value and consequently the compression ratio.
In this paper we propose an algorithm enabling to accurately
determine the bins of the TRp suffix that can be encrypted
without changing the update of p value before and after all
possible encryption values of the TRp suffix. The absolute

3.2. Chaotic encryption process
The encryption process is performed on the fly syntax element by syntax element with using a simple xor and addition
operations:
ci = ri ⊕ (ki + ci−1 )
(3)
where ri is the encryptable bins of one syntax element (plain),
ci−1 is the previous encrypted value, ki is the generated bits
from the chaotic generator (dynamic key) and c0 = r0 ⊕(k0 +
IV ) with IV the Initial Vector. The simple ⊕ and + operators are used to produce the confusion and diffusion effects
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Orig.
Class

A

B

Scal.

SNR
2x
HEVC
SNR
2x
1.5x
HEVC

SE-SHVC-BL

SE-SHVC-All

SE-SHVC-EL

PSNR Y

PSNR Y

ES(%)

PSNR Y

ES(%)

PSNR Y

ES(%)

41.12
41
41.25
39.54
39.6
39.57
39.6

8.28
9.04
9.18
9.82
9.11
-

7.27
5.62
6.23
4.11
6.31
-

8.25
8.96
9.13
9.66
9.03
-

15.06
16.61
15.72
17
16.41
-

23.69
17.72
8.55
25.77
18.65
21.97
9.29

7.79
10.98
17.83
9.49
12.89
10.1
18.27

(a) BL (PSNR Y = 8.97 dB)

(b) EL (PSNR Y = 8.98 dB)

Table 1. Video quality and ES analysis at QPEL = 22
(c) BL (PSNR Y = 39.35 dB) (d) EL (PSNR Y= 17.59 dB)
whereas the generated chaotic pseudo-random dynamic key
(ki ) has the same length than the current plain parameter (ri ).
At the decoder side, the decryption is performed as follows:
ri = ci ⊕ (ki + ci−1 )

Fig. 2. Visual quality of frame #9 of the BasketballDrive
video sequence in SNR scalability configuration ((a) and (b)
SE-SHVC-BL, (c) and (d) SE-SHVC-EL)

(4)

where r0 = c0 ⊕ (k0 + IV ). We consider one chaotic generator by layer to perform an independent encryption of the
SHVC layers and enables a correct decryption even when previous EL frames are not decoded. At each layer, the SHVC
encoder and decoder must have the same secret key used to
initialize the chaotic generator.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1. Experimental configuration
The proposed encryption schemes were implemented in the
Scalable Reference software Model (SHM) version 4.1 [17].
We consider the common SHVC test conditions including two
2560 × 1600 video sequences (Class A) and five 1920 × 1080
video sequences (Class B) [18]. These video sequences are
encoded in low delay P configuration (I frame followed by P
frames), two layers (L = 2) and three scalability configurations: 2x, 1.5x and SNR. We use the Peak Signal to Noise
Ration (PSNR) to assess the quality of the decoded video.
4.2. Results
Table 1 gives the average performance in terms of PSNR
and Encryption Space (ES: the ration of chipred bits in the
SHVC bitstream) of the three proposed encryption schemes
for video classes A and B at one particular QP configuration.
The PSNR is drastically decreased by schemes SE-SHVC-BL
and SE-SHVC-All (PSNR Y lower than 10 dB), encrypting
only the BL and all layers, respectively. Moreover, the SESHVC-BL scheme encrypts less than 7.5% of the whole
SHVC video bitstream in the three scalability configurations.
Figure 2 shows the visual quality of the 9th frame of BasketballDrive video sequence encrypted by schemes SE-SHVCBL and SE-SHVC-EL. We can notice that SE-SHVC-BL
scheme encrypting only the BL also affects the quality of the
EL. The inter-layer prediction using the decoded BL picture
and its MVs propagates the errors to the EL. However, the

SE-SHVC-EL scheme by encrypting only the EL, the BL
remains clear and the quality of the EL is slightly decreased
compared to the quality in the SE-SHVC-BL scheme. This
is because most parts of the information is predicted from
the BL and only details (encrypted data) are encoded at the
EL level. Table 2 gives the Encryption Quality (EQ) and
Hamming Distance (HD) of the three proposed schemes in
different scalability configurations for Traffic video sequence.
The EQ calculates the average frequency difference between
all possible bytes in the original and the encrypted video
frames. To affirm the high security level of the proposed
schemes, HD is calculated between the plain and the cipher
frames of the Traffic video sequence. The HD in bits between
the plain and the ciphered frames P and C should be close
to 50% (probability of bit changes [19]). Thus, the plain-text
sensitivity attack would become an useless attacking method.
The obtained results in Table 2 prove the robustness of our
proposed selective encryption solution.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have investigated a selective video encryption in the SHVC extension. We proposed a low complexity selective video encryption solution based on a chaotic encryption system. The proposed solution encrypts a set of
SHVC parameters at constant bitrate and SHVC format compliant. Experimental results showed that encrypting only the
BL achieves a high security level on all SHVC layers with
less than 7.5% encrypted data. Moreover, encrypting only the
EL enables a perceptual video encryption by decreasing the
quality of the highest layer below the quality of other layers.
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Schemes
SE-SHVC-BL
SE-SHVC-All
SE-SHVC-EL

EQ
2x
10942
11056
2880

HD
SNR
15499
15439
1561

2x
0.48
0.48
0.37

SNR
0.51
0.51
0.32

Table 2. Encryption Quality for Traffic video sequence
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